THE PSYCHO-ANALYTIC STUDY OF THE FAMILY
primitive man*. The very early cohabitation of the sexes which
results therefrom would, in relatively isolated families, almost
necessarily occur in an incestuous form.
How do past H these influences have made incest a common practice
incestuous ^ one period of man's history, in what ways has this practice
•Suce Cpresent contributed to the tendency to incest found at a later date and
tendencies to at the present day? In view of the widespread (we are probably
justified in saying universal) occurrence of this tendency, of the
relative uniformity of its ultimate nature in spite of manifold
differences of culture, training, and environment, of the great
strength which it possesses even after ages of repression, there
is not unnaturally a temptation to regard it as an innate factor
in man's mental constitution, i. e.} to assert that there is in
man an hereditary tendency to direct his love and sexual
The influence inclination to those who are of his own blood  or at any rate
of heredity and to those with  whom  he  has been brought up and has been
of tradition     .     ...       .        . .    .  ,        •    •»•*      -i »    •      »     i	•        , . .
familiar since his infancy8.  Possibly in the long ages in which
man or his pre-human ancestors lived in relatively isolated
families, this tendency was of advantage in the struggle for
existence, in so much as it may have contributed both to more
rapid multiplication and to the greater consolidation, and
therefore greater safety and stability, of the family, as the
most important social unit. The tendency to incest may thus
be due ultimately to the action of natural selection; the long
period during which incest was regularly practised may have
established and ingrained it as a normal feature of the
race and its persistence to-day may be due to the con-
tinuance of the hereditary disposition thus formed and thus
consolidated.
1	Cp. E. S, Hartland, "Primitive Paternity", II, 254, ff.
2	It is not  perhaps quite  easy  to  see what can be the psychic
mechanism in virtue of which men should be attracted to blood relations
strictly as such, though to the present writer it would seem to be a
possibility which should not be entirely lost sight of.  Such a tendency
may perhaps have arisen: (i) as the result of some vague and unconscious
sense of affinity, similarity or harmony, based perhaps on an unconscious
memory impression of pre-natal life (in the case of child and mother or
of twins), or upon some other condition of a psychical, physiological or
chemical- order; (2) at a higher level through the action of perceived
physical or psychical resemblance, these in turn playing on the Narcissistic
components of the love impulse.
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